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The Connecticut Practice Act, effected January 1, 1880, has established what has generally been considered one of the most effective systems of civil procedure in existence. There were various reasons for this success. The Act was adopted after considerable experience in the various states with the Field code or reformed procedure inaugurated in New York in 1848 as well as with the reform in England accomplished by the Judicature Acts of 1871 and 1873. Profiting by the teachings of this experience it avoided some of the pitfalls met with elsewhere and developed a simple and effective union of law and equity. Fairly extensive rule-making power was continued in the courts, the benefits of which, while not fully realized, have become increasingly apparent since the creation a few years ago of a Judicial Council. But perhaps as important was the state publication of an official Practice Book, available to lawyers and law students, containing not merely the practice provisions, but official forms of pleadings for the guidance of bench and bar. Unfortunately even a fine practice system, like all orderly processes involving an increasing number of technical requirements, tends to petrification, and some danger may be discerned lest the originally excellent Connecticut system becomes overtechnical just at a time when a ferment of reform activity is remodeling the procedure of several states and of the federal trial courts. The publication of a new Practice Book compiled by a Committee of Superior Court Judges, containing over 300 forms of complaints and a total of 680 official forms, affords perhaps a fitting occasion to express some concern lest Connecticut lose its procedural preeminence.

The figures as to the numbers of forms in this official publication will indicate the nature of my criticism. Official forms should not be handy short cuts for the lawyers to avoid thought of their own. They should be the models which point the way to effective presentation of the case; or they should furnish the yardsticks by which good and bad pleadings can be measured. Unfortunately with each new issue of the Practice Book the pleading forms tend to become more and more prolix and involved. Instead of being models, they well might be presented as examples to be avoided.

When the last revision of the Practice Book, that of 1922, appeared, I commented upon this very point, criticizing specific forms and expressing regret at the subordination of some of the simple forms of the original edition taken over from the common law. Some of the forms whose validity I questioned have been retained; other


new and doubtful ones have been added; and perhaps more to be regretted, some of the simple forms have now been omitted. Pleading in auto negligence actions perhaps best illustrates the point. There is a recurring similarity in the cases, and outside of indicating the few different types of accident (auto and pedestrian, auto and auto on open highway, the same at a street intersection) nothing is gained by requiring lengthy allegations of speed, lack of control, and so on. In fact the common law action on the case for driving so negligently that the defendant's carriage struck the plaintiff's, thereby causing the damage claimed—which is adapted to the automobile age in the admirable forms set forth in the Massachusetts statute—gives all that is necessary. To attempt to procure more is to delay the case to secure theoretically better paper essays, but no more real information to any one; and a skillful pleader may actually convey less information than otherwise by piling detail on detail. This is well exemplified by the new form herein of model paragraphs of allegations of negligence in the operation of motor vehicles, containing fifteen detailed kinds of negligence, as well as the other negligence complaints.

Even though an opportunity to instruct the profession in good pleading and to stimulate it into emulation thereof may thus have been lost, is it likely that the Connecticut system has been prejudiced by the suggestion of these forms? One cannot be sure, of course; and the foundations of the Connecticut system were well laid that it is still most simple and effective. Nevertheless one senses a somewhat greater regard for pleading technicalities than formerly. There seems less of a tendency to hold that procedural rules are only a means to an end, where if the end is attained the means need not be stressed, and more of emphasis upon the rules as conditioning the contest itself. We may illustrate by pointing to the development of the rule that one may take upon himself a burden of proof not otherwise his by affirmative pleading. So far has this now gone that even the salutary statutory reform placing the burden of proof of contributory negligence in wrongful death actions upon the defendant, may be overturned by the plaintiff's careless explanation of his case in some detail. Thus unfortunately that pleader is penalized who most nearly meets the pleading objective of stating his full case.

One dislikes to seem overcapacious, and the natural tendency of pleading rules to crystallize and harden must be recognized. But the Connecticut system is too fine a thing to allow it to fall into decay. An official practice book affords one important means of correction. It is obvious that much devoted time and effort has gone into the organization of this edition—perhaps overmuch if the views herein set forth are

6. E. G., the common law forms of negligence in driving on the highway, CONN. PRAC. BOOK (1922) p. 452.
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